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On two Migration Methods based on Paraxial Equations in a �D

Heterogeneous Medium

E� B�ecache� F� Collino� M� Kern� P� Joly

INRIA� Domaine de Voluceau�Rocquencourt� BP ���� F�	
��� Le Chesnay C�edex

ABSTRACT

We review recent work on paraxial equation based migration methods for �D heterogeneous media� Two
di�erent methods are presented� one deals directly with the classical paraxial equations� by solving a linear
system at each step in depth� The other method derives new paraxial equations that lend themselves to splitting
in the lateral variables� without losing either accuracy or isotropy� We also show how to incorporate Berenger�s
perfectly matched layers in this framework� We detail the discretization schemes� both for the full paraxial
equations� and for the newly derived equations�

Keywords� Seismic migration� paraxial equations� splitting� �nite di�erence� �nite element� numerical dis	
persion

� INTRODUCTION

This paper summarizes recent work done at INRIA on �nite di�erence migration methods in �D heterogeneous
media� We present two methods� which di�er chie
y in how they handle discretization of the lateral variables�
Indeed� this is the main computational di�culty� Several authors�������� have proposed using splitting in the
lateral variables� If done naively� this has the undesirable consequence of introducing di�cult to control anisotropy�
Indeed� the above authors �nd it necessary to add specially designed correction factors to regain some degree of
isotropy� These corrections appear di�cult to justify theoretically�

We deal with this issue in two di�erent ways�

� We recognize that we have to solve a �large� sparse� non	hermitian linear system at each step in depth� and
we strive to do so e�ciently� Thus we use modern iterative methods�

� Alternatively� we may try to keep the low costs of the splitting method� but do so in a consistent manner�
As shown below� this is only possible if we introduce more than � directions of splitting� We are thus led to
design a new family of paraxial approximations� speci�cally suited to splitting�

We also show how the ideas of �perfectly matched layers� of Berenger� can be incorporated into a migration
program to provide e�cient boundary conditions�

An outline of this paper is as follows� We begin by recalling the derivation of paraxial wave equations� and
present the new paraxial equations� We then detail the procedure we use for back propagation � it is based on



splitting� then on a �conservative Runge�Kutta method� The last section is the most important � it presents our
discretization procedures in the lateral variables� �rst for the full wave equation �this is also presented in more
detail in the companion paper��� then for the modi�ed equations� In each case� we show numerical results to
illustrate the method�

� THE CONTINUOUS PROBLEM

��� The classical paraxial equations

We begin with a solution of the wave equation in the whole space�
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with appropriate boundary and initial conditions� This solution can be split up into two waves� an up	going wave
and a down	going wave� The terminology up and down refers to the privileged z direction� In many applications
one is interested in computing only one of these waves� In this paper� we are interested in the up	going wave� It
is governed by the one way wave equation
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A major di�culty with this equation is that it corresponds to a non local pseudodi�erential equation and therefore
is not very tractable from a computational point of view�

Paraxial approximations consist in approximating the square root
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with rational fractions so

that the new equation is a local partial di�erential equation �
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this approximation being valid as long as cjkj�� remains small enough� i�e� as long as the wave propagates close
enough to the z	direction�

A general class of high order approximations has been proposed by Bamberger and al�� They are a rational
fraction expansion of the form�
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The number L speci�es the degree of the approximation and the numbers a� and b� can be chosen so as to achieve
various approximation criteria� One simple yet useful choice is obtained from a Pad�e expansion of the square root
�see Engquist and Majda��



Paraxial equations are usually handled in the frequency domain� so in writing the PDE obtained from ��
we will only do inverse Fourier transform in the space variables� This is specially convenient for migration
purposes since we will simply have to add all the contributions to get the image� which is just zero time section
of v�x�� x�� z� t� Also� so as not to deal with a high	order PDE� we follow Bamberger and al�� and introduce
auxiliary unknown functions� thus obtaining the following system of �L�� coupled PDEs������
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System �� describes paraxial wave equations of higher order in homogeneous media� The corresponding time	
domain problem is well posed problem for strictly positive parameters a� and b� �see Trefethen and Halpern���
It should be noted that high order Taylor expansions are known to give rise to ill	posed problems�

The two most commonlyused approximations are the so	called ��� and ��� approximations� The �fteen degree�
or parabolic� paraxial equation is simply the �rst order Taylor expansion of the square root �it corresponds to
L � �� b� � ���� a� � �� A more accurate approximation is obtained via the �rst Pad�e approximation� that is
L � �� 
� � ���� �� � ���� This gives the ��� equation�

In order to handle the transport term exactly� we make the classical Claerbout change of unknown functions

u � v�ei��cz� ��

and end up with the following system� which we �nd convenient to write in operator form �this formally eliminates
the 	 unknown� �����
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Equation �� looks roughly like a Schr�odinger equation� with a complicated evolution operator �for instance
one could show� at least formally� that the energy of the solution is conserved� Since the evolution operator is
written as a sum of simpler operators� it is a natural idea to use a splitting method to solve ��� Section ���
describes the algorithm in more details� Let us just mention here that after discretization in depth� we have to
solve� at each depth step� a linear systems� with a large� sparse� complex valued� non	hermitian matrix� This can
be done� as detailed in the companion paper��� where we show how this system can be e�ciently solved using
modern iterative methods�

Alternatively� we can avoid the di�culty altogether� by introducing a new class of paraxial equations suitable
for use with splitting in the lateral variables� and requiring only the solution of �D PDEs� This is the topic of
next section�

��� New paraxial approximations

Using splitting in the horizontal variables is not a new idea� In order to avoid the inversion of the large matrix
when using the full paraxial approximation� several authors���������� have advocated approximating the square
root in �� with�
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which is only consistent with the forty	�ve degree equation in the x� � � and x� � � directions� The problem is
that there is no exact decomposition of the form

�R���� �� � �R���� � �R���� ���

and the conclusion of this brief analysis is that no alternating directions method by splitting exists for the forty	�ve
degree paraxial equation�

The challenge is then to �nd a method which gives results of comparable accuracy to the forty	�ve degree
equation and whose cost is comparable to that of the �fteen degree equation with splitting�

The basic idea is to introduce more than two directions of splitting� The paraxial equations constructed in
Collino and Joly� are derived from an approximation of the square root with rational fractions of the following
form �
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where ND corresponds to the number of directions� L the number of fractions per direction� and nj the unit vector
associated to the jth direction �nj � �cos�j� sin�j� It has been shown by Collino and Joly� that the conditions
on the coe�cients a�j � � � b�j � � ensures the well	posedness of these paraxial equations� Also� in order to keep

the approximation error in the square root from blowing	up in certain directions� one has to impose �  a�j � ��

Collino and Joly� have constructed several families of approximations of the above type so as to achieve
comparable accuracy to the classical forty	�ve or sixty degree approximations� In particular� they obtained a
family of forty	�ve degree approximations depending on one parameter using four directions of splitting �ND � �
and one fraction per direction �L � �� For instance� the choice aj � ���� bj � ���� i � �� � � � � � gives them the
�maxi	isotropic� forty	�ve degree approximation� More examples are given in the above paper�

The paraxial equation corresponding to ��� can now be written in a form analogous to ��������
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where we have de�ned Dj � nj � �r�

In practice� a mesh being given in the x�� x� plane� there will be two main choices for ND� ND � � if the mesh
is built from squares� and then the directions are given by the two coordinate axes and the two main diagonals�
or ND � � if the mesh is built from equilateral triangles� and the � directions are ��� apart�

Notice that each of the operators A�
j in ��� only involves a one	dimensional di�erential operator� Thus

this new family equation lends itself to a splitting method in the horizontal variables� but as mentioned before�
the splitting has the advantage of being consistent with the forty	�ve degree equation �for a proper choice of
coe�cients�

Last� notice that formally �� and ��� have the same form �
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with Bm and N being either A� and L in �� or A�
j and ND � L in ���� This enables us� in the next section� to

give a formal treatment of the splitting algorithm that embodies both types of equations�



��� Extension to heterogeneous media and design of absorbing boundary conditions

The extension to heterogeneous media as well as the treatment of the absorbing boundaries are simply obtained
by using the same kind of modi�cations to the operators�

Paraxial equations in heterogeneous media have been proposed and analyzed by Bamberger and al��� Their
approach was to de�ne several criteria �both mathematical and geophysical� and to select among a general class
of possible candidates the one that satis�ed those criteria�

Their result gives a recipe which allows one to extend any paraxial equation to heterogeneous media� Thus

equations �� and ��� keep the same form� with the operators A� and A�
j becoming �b���c� � a�c���c and we

have de�ned

�c �

���
��

�
c div�cr for the full paraxial equation

�
cDj�cDj for the new paraxial equation in the jth direction

���

A problem of practical importance is the treatment of the lateral boundaries� It must be designed in such a
way that the waves are absorbed when they reach the boundaries� Recently� Collino� proposed to adapt a novel
technique� introduced for electromagnetism by J�P� B�erenger��� This technique consists in designing an absorbing
layer model denamed as perfectly matched layer �PML� It possesses the astonishing property to generate no
re
exion at the interface between the free media and the arti�cial lossy medium� and the re
ected waves are only
due to the discretization of the model� This property allows one to use a very high damping parameter inside
the layer� and consequently a short layer length� while still achieving a quasi	perfect absorption of the waves�
Practically� the PML is very easy to implement � we change equation ��� to
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��x is a positive function with support in the damped area� We close the system with a Dirichlet boundary
condition at the end of the layer�The e�ciency of the method has been assessed by numerical experiments � a
quasi	perfect absorption has been obtained with only � extra	nodes at the boundary and an appropriate choice
for ��

� EVOLUTION IN DEPTH

The construction of a discrete scheme for the evolution in depth proceeds in two steps� We �rst perform a
splitting on equation ���� to obtain a family of problems with a single Bm operator� then apply standard ODE
techniques to this last problem�



��� Splitting

We brie
y recall some classical points about splitting methods� The exact solution of ��� satis�es �
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The splitting methods consist in approximating the exponential of the sum of operators with the product of
exponentials �
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and are second order accurate with respect to the discretization in the z variable� in the case of an heterogeneous
medium� Approximation ��� then leads naturally to de�ne N intermediate values wm�m � �� � � � � N satisfying����
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Finally we have uap�z ��z � wN �

The problem to be solved at each step is still an evolution problem in depth� but with a single operator�
In the next subsection� the discretization in the evolution variable is performed in order to get a high order
semi	discretized scheme�

��� Semi discretization in depth

The discretization in the transverse variable used here has been initially proposed by Joly and Kern��� It
is based on the fact that the exact solution of ��  satis�es wm � eiBm�zwm��� and on the relationship be	
tween Runge	Kutta methods and Pad�e approximations to the exponential �see for instance��� In order to get
conservative schemes of order �K� the exponential is replaced with a Pad�e approximant on the following form �

exp�ix �
KY
k
�

� � rkx

� � !rkx

The integration from � to �z is then done formally as follows �

wm �
KY
k
�

�I � !rk�zBm���I � rk�zBmwm��

This procedure leads us to de�ne K intermediate unknowns wm��
k associated to each fraction� solutions of �

�I � !rk�zBmw
m��
k�� � �I � rk�zBmwm��

k

We then set wm � wm��
K �

The classical Crank	Nicolson second	order scheme is obtained for K � � and r� � i��� Kern�� has also shown
that this process can also be used to get non conservative schemes� which generalize the �	scheme to higher order
schemes� Following Lambert�� one can write family of third order schemes� which provide some damping with
respect to the pure conservative fourth order scheme�



There remains the task of discretizing the operator Bm with respect to the lateral variable� Let us recall that
for the full paraxial equation� the Bms involve �D di�erential operators� whereas for the new equations� they
involve �D operators� Thus� after discretization in the lateral variables� the linear system to be solved will be
much larger for the full equation than for the new equation� Moreover� we will see below that the matrices for
the new equations are banded�

Finally� one elementary step for the full paraxial equation requires the solution of a system of the form

�I � d���hU � R

while the new equation requires the solution of several simpler systems of the form	
I � dj��D

�
j�h



U � R�

where �h and D�
j�h are approximations to the �heterogeneous Laplacian� and the operator D�

j respectively� We
devote next section to specifying how this approximation is achieved�

� DISCRETIZATION IN THE LATERAL VARIABLES

In view of section ���� we now take for simplicity� and without loss of generality L � � and �for the new
paraxial equation one particular direction� which we denote by x� Thus we have to solve���
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for the full paraxial equation ���
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for the new paraxial equation ���

We base the discretization of ��� and ��� on a variational formulation� which we recall below� This provides
us with a systematic treatment of heterogeneous media� in a way that insures good numerical properties �ie�
convergence and stability�

We let " be a rectangle in R� for ���� or an interval in R for ���� We also denote by r the spatial derivative�
irrespective of the space dimension� We set�
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c
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With these de�nitions� both problems ��� and ��� admit the variational formulation�
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Choosing a discretization scheme amounts to replacing the unknown functions w and 	 by vectors wh and 	h



�h is the mesh size� and indicates discrete quantities� and the bilinear forms m and k by matrices���
��

dwh
dz

� i�M�	h � �

	
��M� � aK



	h � bKwh�

���

with M� � �M� � ��� �U � and where M� and U are mass matrices� and K is a sti�ness matrix�

It is important to introduce two di�erent mass matrices M� and U for the following reasons�

� We need to keep M� diagonal because we will have to invert it when we eliminate 	

� On the other hand� one can show that a proper choice of � allows us to gain two orders of accuracy compared
with the classical discretization �we come back to this point in sections ��� and ����

After introducing discretization in depth� as in section ���� we have to solve a set of systems of the form�

Skwk�� � !Skwk ���

with Sk � �
��

a
M� �K�M��� � !rk

��zb

a
K�

We now give discretization methods for the two cases ��� and ���� We will illustrate the method with a
simple example� the migration of a point source in a homogeneous medium� The computational domain is ���� m
in each of the horizontal directions� and ��� m in the vertical direction� The grid sizes are h � �z � ���� m�
The velocity is ���� m#s� The source is located on the surface at the center of the computational domain� the
time of the explosion is ������ s ���$ of the travel time to the bottom� and the cuto� frequency of the source is
�� Hz� This is a relatively severe test as the number of points per wavelength at the cuto� freqeuncy is ��� �at the
central frequency of �� Hz� it is still around �� This example is for a constant velocity� Of course the codes do
not take any advantage of this fact� There still remains the question of how well our methods can handle varying
velocities�

��� For the full paraxial equations

We base our discretization procedure on a rather special choice of �nite elements� This is more fully analyzed
in��� where we show this choice can be interpreted as a �nite di�erence scheme in the homogeneous medium case�
Let us just mention here that the particular combination we select has good isotropy and accuracy properties�

We consider a regular grid in the x � y plane� We can build three di�erent �nite element meshes� the right
�resp� left looking triangular mesh� leading to a P� approximation� and the bilinear mesh leading to a Q�
approximation� Then� the sti�ness matrix K and the consistent mass matrix U are computed as�

K � ����KQ �KP  and M � ����MQ �MP 

where KP and MP are themselves the average of the matrices of the right	 and left	looking P� meshes� Also�
the matrix M� is just the lumped version of U � As mentioned above� the parameter � allows us �at least in
homogeneous media to increase accuracy at no cost� It is similar to Claerbout�s� �� � ����� trick �see also next
section�

We now have to solve ���� This is a large linear system� whose matrix is sparse and non	hermitian� The
size of the system �from ��� to ��� unknowns prevents using direct methods� so we turn to iterative methods�



For symmetric positive linear systems� the �preconditioned conjugate gradient method is currently considered as
the �best� linear iterative solver� For non	symmetric �or non	hermitian systems� the situation is less clear	cut�
No method seems to work in all situations� although recent research has focused on Krylov subspace methods
�see Freund and al��� We have implemented a simple biconjugate gradient method� For details on the algorithm�
see������It is interesting to note that� with a simple diagonal preconditioning� convergence is very rapid �less
than �� iterations for all but the very few �rst frequencies� Since� for simplicity� we keep a �xed mesh for all
frequencies� we have more than �� points per wavelength for those troublesome frequencies� A simple explanation
seems to be that� at low frequency� we are really solving an almost singular problem�

We show the results of this procedure on the example described above in �gure �� It compares a vertical slice
of the migrated image along the x coordinate axis� for the second and fourth orders schemes in �x� y �both are
second order in depth� Given the stringency of the test� both schemes give qualitatively good results� though the
fourth order scheme does not look any better than the second order one� even showing somewhat more dispersion�
The fourth order method regains its superiority when looking at isotropy� as is shown in the companion paper���
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Figure �� Vertical slices along the x axis

��� For the new paraxial equations

In the homogeneous case� it is possible to get high order �nite di�erence schemes with a reduced number of
points by approximating the second	order derivative d��dx� in a proper way� The extension to heterogeneous
media is then not clear� Through the variational approach� there is a systematic way to get schemes in a
heterogeneous medium� with good properties �convergence� stability� The sti�ness operator in the form k to be
approximated is then �d�dxt�cd�dx� We thus have to �nd high order approximations of d�dx� The inconvenience
is that the approximation of the operator �d�dxt�cd�dx requires then more discretization points than this of
d��dx��

The discretization is built upon a variational �nite di�erences method� It consists in approximating the
operators with operators of �nite di�erence type� Let us introduce some notations� The domain is discretized by
a regular grid �xi � i�x and we de�ne the shifted grid by the nodes �xi���� � �i�����x� The approximation
is then decomposed on the functions �i where �i is �almost� the characteristic function on %xi����� xi����& or more

precisely �i�x � ��
p
h for x � %xi����� xi����& and � elsewhere� At this step� we have two terms to approximate

� the mass term associated to the operator ��cI and the sti�ness term associated to the operator �d�dxt�cd�dx�

We then de�ne an approximation of order �n of d�dx� denoted by �
��n�
h which leads to the approximate sti�ness

matrix K
��n�
h ij � k��i� �j 	 �c�

��n�
h �i� �

��n�
h �j�



As announced in the beginning of this section� we propose a �modi�ed� scheme obtained from a linear com	
bination of two di�erent approximations of the mass term�

The classical scheme consists in keeping the exact operator ��cI which gives the diagonal mass matrix M�
ij �

m��i� �j� It thus corresponds to the choice � � � in ����

For the modi�ed scheme� we de�ne approximations �
��n�
h of the operator Identity� of order �n and the corre	

sponding mass matrix U
��n�
ij � �

�

c
�
��n�
h �i� �

��n�
h �j� The resulting combination M

��n�
� � �M� � �� � �U ��n� is of

course still a �n	order approximation of the mass form� System ��� can be rewritten after elimination of the
auxiliary function as

dwh
dz

� i�M����M ��n�
� � aK ��n���bK ��n�wh ���

After discretization in depth� we solve systems like ���� which have banded matrices� with a small bandwidth�
This is the main advantage of the new method� compared to the one described in the previous section�

We have now one degree of freedom � and we can show that for any n � �� there exists a choice ���n� such that
the scheme becomes of order �n�� in the homogeneous case� As a matter of fact� we can get an explicit expression

for this value� ���n� �
�n

�n� �
� For more details on the modi�ed schemes� the reader can refer to B�ecache et al��

1x2z

�a� The classical second�order scheme

3x2z

�b� The modi�ed fourth�order scheme in x and second�
order in z

5x2z

�c� The modi�ed sixth�order scheme in x and second�
order in z

5x4z

�d� The modi�ed sixth�order scheme and fourth�order
in z

Figure �� Comparison between several schemes � x � xS

With n � �� the modi�ed scheme corresponds to the classical Claerbout��s scheme� with the relation � �
��� ���� The modi�cation presented here plays on the mass matrix� but it can be interpreted as a modi�cation
on the sti�ness matrix as in the Claerbout�s scheme� by rewriting the modi�ed mass matrix as

M ��n�
� �

�
I � ��� ��U ��n� �M��M���

�
M�



and multiplying the second equation in the approximate system by�
I � ��� ��U ��n� �M��M���

�
��

�

in order to reobtain M� for the mass term� The sti�ness matrix is then modi�ed and becomes�
I � ��� ��U ��n� �M��M���

�
��

K�

The corresponding value ���� � ��� leads then to the well known � � ���� choice and gives a fourth	order scheme
with a matrix of bandwidth equal to � instead of � for the classical fourth	order scheme� For n � � and � � ����
we get a sixth	order one with a matrix of bandwidth equal to � instead of �� for the classical sixth	order scheme�
The drawback is that the analysis in heterogeneous media through a	priory energy estimates that can be made
for the classical schemes to show their well	posedness is not valid anymore for these modi�ed schemes� However�
on a numerical point of view� they seem to behave even better than the same order classical ones and this is also
con�rmed with a dispersion analysis�

We present a comparison between several schemes applied to the example described above in �gure �� As
in the previous section� the �gures represent vertical slices of the migrated image along the x coordinate axis�
Figures ��a� �b and �c compare the results obtained with a second� fourth and sixth order discretization in the
lateral variables and show a signi�cant improvement� On the contrary� the use of higher order discretization in
the depth variable does not seem to give better results �see �gures �c and �d� But one should remember that
this is a test with a very small number of points per wavelength� so the results are on the whole quite good�

� CONCLUSION

We have presented two alternative ways to solve e�ciently and accurately �D paraxial equations�

The �rst way discretizes the usual full �D equation with higher order schemes� The main di�culty lies in the
solution of a large non	hermitian linear system� We have shown how this could be done e�ciently by using modern
iterative methods� As soon as the frequency is not too low� convergence is rapid enough to make this method
competitive with splitting methods� There remains the question of e�ciently solving for the low frequencies�

The second way avoids this issue altogether by introducing new paraxial equations that lend themselves to
splitting with respect to the lateral variables in a consistent manner� This gives rise to the solution of a sequence
of �D linear systems for each splitting direction�

The cost of the �rst method is higher than that of the second one� but it gives rise to less numerical dispersion�
An explanation is that the splitting method needs to work with the mesh along diagonal directions� for which
the number of points per wavelength is somewhat less than that along the coordinate axes� A possible remedy is
provided by the use of the modi�ed higher order schemes� whose dispersion is less than that of the classical ones
for a smaller computational cost� as shown in the last section�

We want to emphasize that our methods are based on sound computational procedures� and that this does
not preclude an e�cient solution�
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